the power series for (â -bz)~l, however, converges as previously required, hence we have that U(a)zU(a~1) = (az -h)/(ä -bz)=o-~1z.
Let F be a unitary operator on a complex Hilbert space H. X is said to be a wandering subspace for V if it is a subspace of H such that Vm(X) J-V"(X) lor all m^n. The purpose of this note is to study the relation between two wandering subspaces X and Y satisfying £»"._. F*(X)c£r__" Vk(Y). Now let Q be the projection operator onto the space E^--» V^iX). Since (y" Vkix,)) = âir -k, we have n to
From (2) we obtain \\Q(yr)\\2 = i E U*-*|2 = i, r-i,...,«.
t'=l £~-co Therefore, ||y,|| =||<?(y,)]l which implies yr = Qiyr)E E*-VkiX).
Thus £»--F*P0 = E*"-F*(F). Q.E.D.
Theorem 1 is clearly false if dim(F)= «>, but the following corollary, due to Halmos [l, Lemma 4], is true for all dimensions.
Corollary.
Let X and Y be wandering subspaces for a unitary oper- 
